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AT-A-GLANCE MADRID SMALL 
WKLY/MTHLY APPOINTMENT BOOK
 Dated planning pages range 12 months from 
January to December. Tabbed, two-page-per-
month spreads offer ruled daily blocks. 
4 7/8” x 8”

ITEM NO                       YOUR PRICE                 
AAG793201                           ___________

AT-A-GLANCE MADRID THEME 
WKLY/MTHLY PLANNER
Dated planning pages range 12 months from 
January to December. Tabbed, two-page-per-
month spreads offer ruled daily blocks. 
8 1/2” x 11”

ITEM NO            YOUR PRICE 
AAG793905           _____________

AT-A-GLANCE BLUSH WKLY/MTHLY 
PLANNER
Wirebound planner features a 12-month date range 
from January to December. Two-page-per-week 
spreads have ruled days for neat scheduling. 
Two-page-per-month spreads make it easy to schedule 
your future appointments. Each month is tabbed to let 
you quickly flip to any date.

DESCRIPTION  ITEM NO             YOUR PRICE 
5 3/4” x 8 1/8”        AAG1041200     ___________
9 1/4” X 11 3/8”      AAG1041905       ___________

AT-A-GLANCE AURORA WKLY/MTHLY 
PLANNER
Features a 13-month date range to help you plan 
for your entire year from January to January. 
Two-page-per-week spreads have ruled days for 
neat scheduling. Two-page-per-month spreads 
make it easy to schedule your future appointments. 
Each month is tabbed to let you quickly flip to 
any date.

DESCRIPTION   ITEM NO              YOUR PRICE 
5 3/4” X 8 1/8”        AAG105420020        _____________
9 1/4” X 11 3/8”      AAG105490520        _____________
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AT-A-GLANCE HARMONY WKLY/MTHLY 
HARDCOVER PLANNER
Features a 13-month date range to help you plan for 
your entire year from January to January with count of 
days/days remaining while allowing easy yearly tran-
sitions. Two-page-per-week spreads have ruled days 
for neat scheduling. Two-page-per-month spreads 
make it easy to schedule your future appointments. 
Each month is tabbed to let you quickly flip to any 
date.

DESCRIPTION    ITEM NO              YOUR PRICE 
7 3/8” X 8 7/8”         AAG609980520        ____________
Navy
7 3/8” X 8 7/8”         AAG609980527        ____________
Pink  

AT-A-GLANCE SIGNATURE PLANNER
Stylish planner features a 13-month date range to help 
you plan for your entire year from January to January 
while allowing easy yearly transitions. Two-page-per-
week spread offers a spacious, ruled writing area to 
offer plenty of space for tasks, reminders, special 
events and more. Two-page-per-month spreads make 
it easy to schedule your future appointments. Each 
month is tabbed to let you quickly flip to any date. Past 
and future month calendar blocks are shown for quick 
date reference. Professional planner also includes two 
useful page formats for both short-term and long-term 
planning and a poly pocket for storage.

DESCRIPTION     ITEM NO             YOUR PRICE
8.75” X 11”               AAGYP90510     _____________
5.75” X 8.50”            AAGYP20010     _____________

AT-A-GLANCE PARASOL WKLY/MTHLY 
PLANNER
Features a 12-month date range to help you plan for 
your entire year from January to December. 
Two-page-per-week spreads have ruled days for 
neat scheduling. Two-page-per-month spreads make 
it easy to schedule your future appointments. Each 
month is tabbed to let you quickly flip to any date.

DESCRIPTION  ITEM NO         YOUR PRICE 
5 3/4” X 8 1/8”          AAG1064200       _____________
9 1/4” X 11 3/8”        AAG1064905        _____________

AT-A-GLANCE BLUSH MONTHLY WALL 
CALENDAR
Features a12-month format ranging from January to 
December. Ruled daily blocks help your handwriting 
stay neat and legible. Full-year calendar reference is 
listed across the bottom of every page. 12” x 15”

ITEM NO               YOUR PRICE 
AAGW1041707          _____________
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BLUE SKY DAY DESIGNER WKLY/MTHLY 
PLANNER
Durable, coated, monthly calendar tabs help you 
quickly find your appointments and stay on track. 
Weekly format provides ample writing space for 
detailed scheduling. Planner ranges 12 months 
from January to December.

DESCRIPTION  ITEM NO          YOUR PRICE 
8 1/2” X 11”           BLS103617          ____________
5” X 8”                   BLS103619          ____________

AT-A-GLANCE HARMONY WALL 
CALENDAR
Wall calendar with color-coded, reusable stickers 
features a 12-month date range to help you plan 
for your entire year from January to December.
Additional lower section allows you to track your 
pursuits and possibilities and achievements for 
enhanced organization. 

ITEM NO                    YOUR PRICE                 
AAGW6099707               ____________

AT-A-GLANCE EMOJI DESIGNS LARGE 
DESK PAD
Desk pad features fun, familiar stickers to brighten 
up your day with colorful images. 12 months from 
January to December. Full-year calendar reference 
is listed across the bottom of every page. Wide top 
binding with two eyelets allows it to be also used 
as a wall calendar. 

DESCRIPTION     ITEM NO          YOUR PRICE 
10.88” X 17.75”        AAGSK24E00       _____________

AT-A-GLANCE CLASSIC MONTHLY 
DESK PAD
Dated planning pages range 12 months from 
January to December. One-page-per-month 
format Sunday-through-Saturday scheduling, 
and a full-year calendar reference along the 
bottom. 17” x 22”

ITEM NO              YOUR PRICE
AAGSK240018     _____________
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BLUE SKY DAY DESIGNER GOLD STRIPES 
WKLY/MTHLY PLANNER
Durable, coated, monthly calendar tabs help you 
quickly find your appointments. Monthly format offers 
ample writing space to keep track of all your notes, 
ideas, appointments, reminders and more. Planner 
ranges 12 months from January to December. 5” x 8”

ITEM NO          YOUR PRICE
BLS103624          _____________

BLUE SKY DAY DESIGNER PLANNER
Durable, coated, monthly calendar tabs help you 
quickly find your appointments. Daily and Monthly 
format offers ample writing space to keep track of all 
your notes, ideas, appointments, reminders and 
more. Planner ranges 12 months from January to 
December. 8” x 10” 

DESCRIPTION  ITEM NO          YOUR PRICE 
Spotty Dot Gold;       BLS103621          _____________
Monthly Planner
Navy Stripes             BLS103623          _____________
Daily Planner

AT-A-GLANCE HARMONY COLORFUL 
DESK CALENDAR PAD
Desk pad with color-coded, reusable stickers 
features a 12-month date range to help you plan for 
your entire year from January to December. 
One-month-per-page format. Additional sections allow 
you to keep a checklist and track your pursuits and 
possibilities.

DESCRIPTION  ITEM NO              YOUR PRICE
22.20” X 17.13”        AAGD6099704          ___________
17.88” X 10.88”        AAGD6099705          ___________

AT-A-GLANCE EMOJI DESIGNS LARGE 
DESK PAD
Desk pad features fun, familiar stickers to brighten 
up your day with colorful images. 12 months from 
January to December. Full-year calendar reference 
is listed across the bottom of every page. Wide top 
binding with two eyelets allows it to be also used 
as a wall calendar. 

DESCRIPTION     ITEM NO          YOUR PRICE
10.88” X 17.75”        AAGSK24E00     _____________

BLUE SKY DAY DESIGNER NAVY FLORAL 
WALL CALENDAR
Twin-wire binding allows you to quickly turn the pages 
at the end of each month. Thick, premium-quality pages 
reduce ink bleed-through to ensure your writing stays 
legible. 12” x 15”

ITEM NO                YOUR PRICE 
BLS103627                _____________
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MEAD CAMBRIDGE HARDCOVER 
WIREBOUND NOTEBOOK
Features a trendy striped design with touches 
of gold. A perfect solution for all your business 
notes. Includes ruled pages with a date box for 
neat and timely notes. 80 sheets

DESCRIPTION    ITEM NO           YOUR PRICE 
Stripe,                  MEA59010            ____________
8 7/8” x 11”
Stripe,   MEA59012            ____________
7 1/4” x 9 1/2”
Polka Dot,  MEA59014            ____________
8 7/8” x 11”
Polka Dot,  MEA59016            ____________
7 1/4” x 9 1/2”

TOPS ROYAL EXECUTIVE BUSINESS 
NOTEBOOKS
Features stylish black hard covers, gray spines and 
metallic accents. Casebound notebook also includes 
a ribbon page marker, personal information page, and 
contents index for easy referencing. Organize projects 
by date or name. 96 sheets

DESCRIPTION  ITEM NO          YOUR PRICE
5.88” X 8.25”             TOP25230           ____________
8.25” X 11.75”           TOP25232            ____________

BLUE SKY SERPENTINE PADFOLIO
Serpentine Padfolio with a faux-leather cover provides 
a functional way to manage and organize your notes 
with style. Storage pocket offers a handy location to 
keep your loose files and papers together. Notepad 
includes 50 sheets. 8.5” x 11”

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE      
BLS100629  _____________

BLUE SKY PEBBLE BEACH 
NOTEBOOK
Notebook features a pebble grain front cover 
with gold detailing to add a touch of elegance 
to your day. Thick, premium-quality pages 
reduce ink bleed-through to keep your 
handwriting legible. 80 sheets

DESCRIPTION    ITEM NO       YOUR PRICE 
8” X 10”; Aqua          BLS100605       _____________
8” x 10”; Charcoal    BLS100604       _____________
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TOPS SOPHISTICATED BUSINESS 
EXECUTIVE NOTEBOOKS
Features a stylish black hard cover, gray spine and 
metallic accents. Each sheet is ruled and perforated 
so pages can be removed easily. 96 sheets

DESCRIPTION  ITEM NO          YOUR PRICE
5.88” X 8.25”             TOP25330           ____________
8.25” X 11.75”           TOP25332           ____________

CROSS SHEAFFER CHROME BARREL 
PEN/PENCIL SET
Writing set delivers a fluid writing experience whether 
you choose the ballpoint or pencil. Pen is refillable with 
compatible Cross ballpoint refills (sold separately).
0.7 mm Lead Size

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
CROE932351 _____________

CROSS EDGE SLIDE-OPEN GEL 
INK PENS
Unique slide-open technology lets you open 
and close the pen single-handedly. Slide to 
open and then click to close. Edge Gel Ink Pen 
can easily be converted to a ballpoint by using 
Jumbo Medium Ballpoint Refill (sold separately). 
Refillable pen comes in a gift box. 
0.7 mm Point Size

ITEM NO                  YOUR PRICE                 
CROAT05552              ___________

CROSS BAILEY EXECUTIVE-STYLED 
CHROME BALLPOINT PEN
Executive-style ballpoint pen of the sophisticated Bailey 
collection delivers executive quality at an exceptional 
value. The laser-engraving and chrome finish exhibit 
classic styling that is ideal for corporate giving. 
Exclusive Gel Ink Rollerball formula flows flawlessly for 
a smooth writing experience.

ITEM NO      YOUR PRICE 
CROAT0452S6      ___________
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CRAYOLA ULTIMATE 152 CRAYON 
COLLECTION
With 152 dazzling colors, the Crayola Ultimate Crayon 
Collection has all the shades children need to make 
vibrant, full-color artwork. This collection comes with a 
bright yellow caddy and a sharpener to keep 
crayons organized and ready for creating. Featuring 
rich colors and quality performance, this ultimate set 
will inspire colorful works of art and offer hours of 
creation. Non-Toxic, 152/BX, Assorted

ITEM NO   YOUR PRICE 
CYO520030    _____________

REDI-TAG SELF-ADHESIVE 
COLORING ROLL
These easy-to-apply coloring rolls are 
self-adhesive, repositionable and more than 13’ 
long. The coloring scene is 31-1/2” wide x 11” 
high and repeats five times per roll. The happy scene 
includes a princess, castle, unicorn, girl faeries, a 
farmgirl, farmhouse, butterflies, frog and other friendly 
animals. Water-based adhesive is safe and nontoxic 
and will stick on almost all smooth surfaces.

DESCRIPTION  ITEM NO        YOUR PRICE 
Fairy Girl      RTG10228         _____________
Pirate     RTG10229         _____________
Kid’s      RTG10230         _____________

PARKER GOLD CLIP URBAN PEN
The elegant style of this pen is inspired from a 
combination of fashion and city architecture for the 
on-trend audience who wants to reflect their personality. 
FreeInk technology provides an effortlessly smooth and 
confident writing experience for consistent, fluid lines. 
Pen is packaged in an elegant gift box for a perfect gift 
to yourself or to others.

DESCRIPTION ITEM NO             YOUR PRICE 
Fountain Pen  PAR1931593       ___________
Rollerball Pen  PAR1931584       ___________

PARKER URBAN MEDIUM POINT 
ROLLERBALL PEN
The ergonomic shape of this stylish pen offers a 
bold, modern look that dares to be noticed. FreeInk 
technology provides an effortlessly smooth and 
confident writing experience for consistent, fluid 
lines. Its refillable design lets you easily replace 
depleted pens for long-lasting use. Ballpoint pen 
is packaged in an elegant gift box for a perfect 
gift to yourself or to others.

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
PAR1975426  _____________
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FISHER PRICE DRILLIN’ ACTION 
TOOL SET
With the Drillin’ Action Tool Set, little ones can screw 
the “wood” pieces together with their very own drill 
that actually works. This lean, mean, drilling machine 
works in forward and reverse, makes realistic drilling 
sounds, and comes with three interchangeable drill 
bits so preschoolers can choose the right one for 
the job. Everything stores easily within the toolbox, 
making cleanup a breeze. Recommended for children 
ages 2 to 6 years.

ITEM NO     YOUR PRICE
FIPDVH16      ____________

FISHER PRICE LIL’ SNOOPY PLASTIC 
PUPPY
Perfect first puppy for little walkers. Pull Lil’ Snoopy 
along for ear-wiggling, tail-shaking, barking fun - no 
batteries required. Helps develop fine and gross motor 
skills as well as the power of imaginative play. 
Recommended for children ages 12 to 36 months.

ITEM NO  YOUR PRICE
FIPH9447    ____________

FISHER PRICE PLASTIC PLAY 
MEDICAL KIT
With this medical kit, preschoolers can throw 
on their white coats and dive right in to role play 
fun. Recommended for children ages 3 to 6 
years.

ITEM NO                YOUR PRICE                 
FIPDVH14          ___________

FISHER PRICE CLASSIC XYLOPHONE
Classic Xylophone pull toy features a sleek look and 
eight colorful keys to encourage early music-making 
creativity. The plastic mallet is attached so it never gets 
lost. Recommended for children ages 18 months and 
up.

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
FIPCMY09 ___________
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MEGA BLOKS ABC LEARNING TRAIN 
PLAY SET
ABC learning train comes with bright blocks 
decorated with all of the letters in the alphabet. 
Designed for children ages 1 to 5.

ITEM NO   YOUR PRICE 
MBLDXH35   _____________

FISHER PRICE CLASSIC CORN POPPER
Classic Corn Popper push toy sports a sleek design and 
is as much fun for baby as ever. The brightly colored 
plastic balls excitedly pop around inside the clear dome 
as baby pushes the Corn Popper toy along. 
Recommended for children ages 12 to 36 months.

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
FIPCMY10  ___________

LEARNING RESOURCES NEW 
SPROUTS PLAY BREAKFAST BASKET
Durable, soft plastic pieces are safe for children 
to use. Set includes a basket, egg, glass of juice, 
cinnamon roll, banana, strawberries, purple berry 
cluster, mini bagel, pancakes, cereal in bowl, 
yogurt, cantaloupe slice and slices of bread.
Designed for children ages 2 and up.

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
LRNLER9730  _____________

68-PC WONDERFOAM BLOCK SET
Foam block set includes a wide variety of colorful 
shapes and sizes easily fit into a durable plastic 
storage bag. The bag has a convenient carrying 
handle. Each block is made of super high-density 
foam with precise edges for easy building and 
stacking. Comes with Carry Bag, Assorted

ITEM NO        YOUR PRICE 
CKC4380           _____________
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MEGA BLOKS FIRST BUILDERS JOHN 
DEERE TRACTOR SET
Designed for children ages 1 to 5.

ITEM NO     YOUR PRICE
MBLCND89      ____________

MEGA BLOKS FIRST BUILDERS BLOCK 
SCOOPING WAGON
The easy-to-grip, folding handle offers an easy way to 
let children push or pull the wagon to pick up the 
included First Builders blocks off the floor. Designed for 
ages 1 to 5.

ITEM NO              YOUR PRICE
MBLCNG23   ____________

MEGA BLOKS FIRST BUILDERS 
CAT ROLLING DUMP TRUCK
Included construction site pieces and worker 
figurine allow children to play in an authentic 
construction zone. Designed for children ages 1 to 5.

ITEM NO   YOUR PRICE   
MBLCND88          _____________

LEARNING RESOURCES BIG-DIGIT 
STOPWATCH
Easy-to-read display shows 12-hour and 24-hour time, 
calendar and date. Alarm is designed with an hour 
chime and snooze for added convenience. 
Water-resistant stopwatch measures in 0.01 second 
increments for an accurate way to measure time. 
Designed for children ages 6 and up.

ITEM NO   YOUR PRICE 
LRNLER0525   ___________
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CHAMPION SPORTS FOAM FOOTBALL
Great for training, skill-building and recreational play.
High-density foam is safe for use by younger children; 
Junior Size

DESCRIPTION        ITEM NO         YOUR PRICE 
Foam Football      CSIFFC            ____________

CHAMPION SPORTS SIZE FOOTBALL
Great for training, skill-building and recreational 
play.Water-resistant, pro rubber cover prevents 
damage from liquids;  Intermediate Size

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
CSIRFB2  _____________

CHAMPION SPORTS PLAYGROUND 
BALL SET
These playground balls are perfect for playing 
kickball, tossing with friends and more. Easy-grip
textured surface provides more friction for 
increased grip.

ITEM NO   YOUR PRICE   
CSIPGSET          _____________

CHAMPION SPORTS COMPOSITE 
BASKETBALL
Features a long-lasting composite cover and an 
airtight two-ply butyl bladder so that you’ll spend 
more time out on the court and less time fiddling 
with the air pump.

DESCRIPTION   ITEM NO        YOUR PRICE
Official-size 29-1/2”    CSISB1020        ____________
Intermediate-size     CSISB1030        ____________
28-1/2”
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LEARNING RES. SWEET SHOP 
CONSTRUCTION SET
Encourage critical thinking and problem-solving with this 
tasty, colorful construction set. Each of the pieces will 
mix and match to create endless combinations to 
prevent boredom. Completed creations will spin with a 
twist of just one gear handle. Interactive play helps 
develop fine-motor skills as young learners piece the 
cogs and gears together. Universal pieces are 
compatible with all Learning Resources Gears, Gears, 
Gears (sold separately) sets for even more fun. Set 
includes plastic gears, base pieces, plastic cupcakes, 
play ice cream cones, toy lollipops, treat-themed stickers 
and easy-to-follow instructions. Building set is designed 
for children ages 4 and up.

ITEM NO    YOUR PRICE
CSINP24      ____________

CHAMPION SPORTS SCOOP BALL SET
Scoop ball set provides a fun way for budding 
athletes to develop and work on their hand-eye 
coordination. Smooth construction does not have 
any sharp edges for safe use by young learners.

ITEM NO     YOUR PRICE 
CSISBS1SET      _____________

CHAMPION SPORTS SIZE FOOTBALL
Great for training, skill-building and recreational 
play.Water-resistant, pro rubber cover prevents 
damage from liquids;  Intermediate Size

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
CSIRFB2  _____________

CHAMPION SPORTS SCOOTER SET 
W/SWIVEL CASTERS
Scooters can be used in a seated, kneeling or prone 
position to play scooter hockey, create a scooter train 
and more. Nonmarring casters protect the finish of your 
play surface.

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
CSIPGHSET ____________

CHAMPION SPORTS LOCKABLE 
BALL STORAGE CART
Lockable hinge cover and all-steel 
construction ensure your items are safely 
contained. Smooth-rolling, nonmarring casters 
protect the finish of your play surface and allow 
convenient transport of equipment.

ITEM NO              YOUR PRICE                 
CSILFX       ___________
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MATTEL GO FISH PLAYCHEST GAMES
Memory matching game lets children fish for 
colorful cards with a plastic pole to help them 
develop memory skills and hand-eye coordination. 
Fun, colorful cards encourage children to learn 
about numbers, counting, pairs and sets while 
playing. Carrying case keeps the fishing pole, four 
boats and 35 cards neatly organized when the 
game is over. Game requires 2 to 4 players and 
is designed for children ages 3 and above.

ITEM NO         YOUR PRICE 
MTT78857          _____________

MATTEL PICTIONARY GUESSING GAME
Count on big laughs when you and your friends 
get together to find out who’s an artist and who 
really isn’t with Pictionary. In this quick-draw classic, 
the guesses can be just as hilarious as the sketches, 
making it the perfect way to get the party started. 
Game includes two erasable markers, boards for 
drawing and an updated Pop Culture category of 
clues. Game requires two teams and is designed 
for children ages 8 and above.

ITEM NO        YOUR PRICE 
MTTDKD47        _____________

LEARNING RES. GEARS MOTOR WACKY 
WIGGLERS BLDG SET
Motorized building set provides a fun, creative way for 
students to develop their imagination and fine-motor skills 
by building wacky glowing creatures. Hands-on design with 
spinning gears builds early STEM skills, including 
problem-solving, critical thinking, perseverance and more. 
130-piece set colorful gears, springs, chomping teeth, 
flashing lights with included battery, whiskers and 
glow-in-the-dark eyeballs for endless creative 
combinations. Battery-operated design requires three AA 
batteries (sold separately). Building set is designed for 
children ages 5 and above.

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
LRNLER9202 ____________

MATTEL APPLES TO APPLES JUNIOR 
PARTY GAME
With this junior version of the popular card and party game, 
children will have hilarious, fast-paced fun. Players will 
have a blast making crazy comparisons while expanding 
their vocabulary and thinking skills at the same time. The 
576 unique cards ensure maximum inventiveness so each 
round is filled with surprising comparisons from a wide 
range of people, places, things and events. Apples to 
Apples Junior is easy to learn, easy to play and perfect for 
hours and hours of entertainment. Game requires 4 to 10 
players and is designed for children ages 9 and above.

ITEM NO            YOUR PRICE 
MTTDKD47            _____________
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BEGINAGAIN TOYS JUMBO ANIMAL 
PARADE A-Z PUZZLE
From letters to colors to animal names to storytelling, 
Jumbo Animal Parade A-Z Puzzle game is a wooden 
puzzle with a world of possibilities. Oversized wooden 
puzzle pieces make it a perfect floor puzzle and 
educational game playset. This 26-piece playset 
features one animal for every letter. 

ITEM NO              YOUR PRICE
BGAI1305                ____________

BLUM USA SCHOOL GEAR KIT
Plant the seeds of creativity with this zippered 
School Gear Kit. Rugged, colorful, poly fabric case 
is pre-loaded with most items found on most back-
to-school lists. Contains 41 nontoxic pieces, one box 
of six No. 2 HB graphite pencils; seven eraser caps/
point protectors; one pair of scissors; one box of 
crayons; one bi-color dry-erase marker; one twin-tip 
highlighter; one glue stick; one pink wedge eraser; 
one sharpener; one plastic ruler; six bi-colored pencils 
in 12 assorted colors; and six twin-tip markers. 

DESCRIPTION   ITEM NO             YOUR PRICE
Hearts                BUM26011669        ____________
Flower                 BUM26011676        ____________
Da Bot Robot          BUM26011690        ____________

BEGINAGAIN TOYS ENDANGERED 
ANIMALS BOAT GAME
Children develop dexterity, patience and pretend 
play skills with the Balance Boat: Endangered 
Animals Game and Playset. Made from 
eco-friendly rubberwood with nontoxic, child-safe stains, 
each of the 15 pieces in this playset is double-sided 
and 1” thick. The Balance Boat includes a 14” x 12” 
wood tray for storage. Recommended for children ages 
3 and up.

ITEM NO      YOUR PRICE   
BGAI1403                     _____________

MATTEL GO FISH PLAYCHEST GAMES
Memory matching game lets children fish for 
colorful cards with a plastic pole to help them 
develop memory skills and hand-eye coordination. 
Fun, colorful cards encourage children to learn 
about numbers, counting, pairs and sets while 
playing. Carrying case keeps the fishing pole, four 
boats and 35 cards neatly organized when the 
game is over. Game requires 2 to 4 players and 
is designed for children ages 3 and above.

ITEM NO         YOUR PRICE 
MTT78857          _____________

EDUCATIONAL INSIGHTS 3-IN-1 
PORTABLE EASEL
3-in-1 Portable Easel offers three classroom-
friendly products in one sleek, slim-fold design 
that is easy to store. Simply unfold and fasten the 
hook-and-loop fastener tabs to create a two-sided 
magnetic board, a two-sided whiteboard or a 
flannel board. 

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
EII1027  _____________
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BEGINAGAIN TOYS TINKER TOTTER 
ROBOTS PLAYSET
This 28-piece playset will please space-crazy 
children and their eco-minded parents. Everyone 
loves to stack and connect the chunky compo-
nents to create colorful robots of all shapes and 
sizes. Each piece is universal so create one tall 
robot or four individual ones.

ITEM NO             YOUR PRICE                 
BGAI1608               ___________

BEGINAGAIN TOYS LADYBUG 
FLOWER TOWER GAME
Ladybug Flower Tower Game teaches strategy, 
stacking and dexterity. Carefully collect your 
ladybugs and add them to the tower, but don’t 
knock it over. Older players can use the skills 
dice to challenge themselves while little ones 
learn sequencing, color-matching and balance 
physics. It is fun for the whole family. The game 
is made from eco-friendly rubberwood with 
child-safe stains. Recommended for children 
ages 3 and up.

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
BGAI1606 ____________

A BROADER VIEW CREEPY CRITTERS 
500-PC ROUND PUZZLE
Ideal for groups of two or more. As you work your 
way around this puzzle, you enjoy some of nature’s 
smaller animals in all of their magnificent colors 
in their magnificently colored habitat from the 
bottom up at every angle - all living in perfect 
harmony for this unique moment in time. Creepy 
Critters was created by famed puzzle designer,
Michael Searle. Designed for participants ages 
8 and up.

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
ABW372  _____________

BEGINAGAIN TOYS DON’T DUMP 
DUMPTY GAME
Don’t Dump Dumpty offers different games for 
different age groups: “Build It Up, Knock It Down” 
for 2 to 3-year-old toddlers; “Counting Fun” for 4 
to 5-year-olds and “How Low Can You Go” for 6 to 
7-year-olds. Families can play “Scarlet vs. Crimson” 
and more.  Game includes 24 numbered blocks, 
Humpty Dumpty piece, grid and game instructions in 
a wood storage tray for easy cleanup. It is the 2015 
Nappa Gold Award Winner and Working Mother’s 
Best in Play Award 2015 Winner.

ITEM NO       YOUR PRICE
BGAI1503         ____________
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A BROADER VIEW CREEPY CRITTERS 
500-PC ROUND PUZZLE
Ideal for groups of two or more. As you work your 
way around this puzzle, you enjoy some of nature’s 
smaller animals in all of their magnificent colors 
in their magnificently colored habitat from the 
bottom up at every angle - all living in perfect 
harmony for this unique moment in time. Creepy 
Critters was created by famed puzzle designer,
Michael Searle. Designed for participants ages 
8 and up.

ITEM NO YOUR PRICE 
ABW372  _____________

SANFORD MR. SKETCH SCENTED 
WATERCOLOR MARKERS
Markers are perfect for artists of all ages and 
safe for children. Ideal as an easel pad marker. 
Watercolors are bright and vivid. Smooth-flowing 
bevel tip makes sketching easier. Tip keeps its 
shape after months of coloring. Each color has 
its own fragrance. Markers are certified AP 
nontoxic and conform to ASTM D-4236. 
Bevel-Tip, Nontoxic, 12/ST, Assorted

ITEM NO             YOUR PRICE                 
SAN1905069    ___________

SANFORD ELECTRO POP PERMANENT 
MARKERS AND SHARPIE PRECISION POINT 
PERMANENT MARKER SET 
Permanent markers feature bold, energetic colors to help 
you create captivating effects that are sure to stand out. 
Quick-drying ink is fade-resistant and water-resistant to 
create marks that will last.

DESCRIPTION                 ITEM NO           YOUR PRICE
A. Electro Pop Permanent     SAN1919848        ____________
Markers, Ultra Fine Pt, 
5/ST, Ast
B. Permanent Markers,          SAN75847            ____________
Ultra Fine, 24 Color/ST, 
Assorted

PAPER MATE INKJOY GEL PEN
InkJoy Gel Pen offers brighter and bolder colors than ever 
and a premium ink system for super-smooth, 
quick-drying ink that delivers crisp, clean lines for effortless 
writing. Wrapping around the entire pen, the textured 
ergonomic grip is brightly colored to match the gel ink 
inside. Full-body grip maximizes your comfort. Gel pen 
integrates a translucent window that matches the grip color 
so you can view your ink level. A modern clip is uniquely 
designed to look like it’s floating. Retractable Gel Pens

DESCRIPTION     ITEM NO                YOUR PRICE
A. .5mm, 12/BX,  PAP1951720             ____________
Black Barrel/Ink
B. .5mm, 12/BX,  PAP1951722              ____________
Blue Barrel/Ink 
C. .7mm, 14/PK,   PAP1951636              ____________
Ast Barrel/Ink 

CRAYOLA ESCAPES COLORING BOOK
Patterned Escapes coloring book offers soothing 
scenes for adults and children alike to color. Lose 
yourself in a complex-but-relaxing coloring art activity 
with these captivating, bold and colorful images. It 
includes 80 detailed art patterns on high-quality 
paper. Each page is perforated for easy tear-out and 
framing. 80 Pages

ITEM NO              YOUR PRICE
CYO992022                ____________
Patterned Escapes
CYO992021                ____________
Whimsical Escapes
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